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Distinguishing Death from Disenrollment
• Inability to identify dates of death in insurance claims is a major limitation
• If not the outcome of interest, death is a competing risk and poses a threat to 
validity when treated as non-informative right censoring
• Requiring survival leads to selection bias
Background:
• Develop a user-friendly public algorithm to predict when disenrollment from an 
administrative claims database is indicative of death 
Objective:
• Administrative claims, 2007 – 2018
• 3 Sources of Death Data: inpatient discharge status, Social Security Death Index, 
data contributor provided death indicators 
Data Sources:
• Elastic-net regression w/ Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEchnique
• Partitioned data: 80% training, 20% testing
• Predicted outcome: Death date w/in 61 days of disenrollment
Machine Learning:
4
Distinguishing Death from Disenrollment
• Elixhauser comorbidity index
• HCUP Chronic Condition 
Indicator
• Age, sex, region
• Medicare eligibility
• Hospice, inpatient, and ER 
utilization
• Healthcare costs
• Month of disenrollment
Candidate Predictors:




Predicted Probability of Death: 0.01
Male, 77 yrs, West
PVD, complicated hypertension, 
complicated diabetes
Elix score = 2
ER and IP admission
May 2010 Disenrollment
Predicted Probability of Death: 0.98
Example Patients
























Machine Learning Can Unlock Insights 
Into Mortality
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